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Abstract
Recent work has shown that the entropy of the non-rotating BTZ black hole can be derived from a dual conformal
description at any spatial location. In this followup it is shown that a dual conformal description exists at any
spatial location for the rotating BTZ black hole as well. As in the non-rotating case, two copies of the central
charge c± = 3ℓ/2G are recovered and the microcanonical Cardy formula yields the correct Bekenstein-Hawking
entropy.
1
1 Introduction
More than 40 years have passed since Hawking [1] and Bekenstein [2] first showed that black holes are thermo-
dynamic objects with temperatures and entropies. However, the explicit details of the states accounting for these
thermodynamic properties has remained a mystery. Perhaps most puzzling is the existence of numerous microscopic
descriptions that all give the correct entropy despite counting physically different states. Additionally, Hawking’s
original derivation does not rely on any candidate theory of quantum gravity at all. One possible explanation for
this universality is that the degrees of freedom might be governed by a classical symmetry that is independent
of the details of the quantum theory. As first suggested in [3], a two dimensional dual conformal description is a
plausible candidate for this approach.
This idea was fully implemented by Strominger [4] (and independently by Birmingham et al. [5]) for the BTZ
black hole [6] by imposing Brown-Henneaux boundary conditions [7]. However, this places the dual CFT at
spatial infinity. A physically more appealing location for the degrees of freedom is the event horizon, especially for
higher dimensional black holes [8–14]. This still seems inadequate for 2+1 dimensions because the classical theory
contains no local degrees of freedom. However, recent work has shown that a dual conformal description for the
non-rotating BTZ black hole exists at any spatial location [15]. A similar result was obtained by Compe`re et al.
in the asymptotically de Sitter context, although with some key differences in the calculation [16]. 1
There is also ambiguity in what boundary conditions to impose. Although most approaches fix the intrinsic
geometry of the boundary, there seems to be no reason one could not impose conditions on the extrinsic curvature.
For example, by working in the Chern-Simons formulation, Carlip has shown that different choices of boundary
conditions can still lead to the correct entropy of the BTZ black hole [17]. One might be tempted to conclude that,
at least in the Chern-Simons formulation, the choice of boundary conditions does not affect the state counting.
However, as noted by Carlip, the derivations in [17] are sensitive to the location of the boundary. Since the results
of [15] hold at any spatial location, there is hope that it could shed some light on this issue.
The main purpose of this work is to extend the analysis of [15] to the full rotating BTZ black hole. In particular,
the central charges c± = 3ℓ/2G of Brown and Henneaux, as well as the conformal weights obtained by Strominger,
are recovered. The microcanonical Cardy formula is then used to compute the correct Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.
2 A Dual CFT at Any Location
Let us begin with the full rotating BTZ black hole [6] written in the familiar Schwarzschild-like coordinates
ds2 = −(r2 − r2+ − r2−)dt2 − 2r+r−dtdφ¯ +
ℓ2r2dr2
(r2 − r2+)(r2 − r2−)
+ r2dφ¯2 (2.1)
where the cosmological constant Λ = −1/ℓ2 and r± are the inner and outer horizons:
r2± = 4GMℓ
2

1±

1−

 J
Mℓ




1/2
 (2.2)
Here M and J correspond to the mass and angular momentum of the black hole, respectively:
M =
r2+ + r
2
−
8Gℓ2
, J =
r+r−
4Gℓ
, with (|J | ≤Mℓ) (2.3)
As in [15] for the non-rotating case, it is useful to put the metric into a form adaptable to circular null coordinates.
This was originally motivated by noting that the asymptotic symmetries of Brown and Henneaux depend on the
combinations t ± φ¯ [7], which are null at spatial infinity. First, I change to an angular coordinate that co-rotates
with the black hole horizon:
φ = φ¯− r−
r+
t (2.4)
so
ds2 = −r
2
+ − r2−
r2+
(r2 − r2+)dt2 + 2
r−
r+
(r2 − r2+)dtdφ+
ℓ2r2dr2
(r2 − r2+)(r2 − r2−)
+ r2dφ2 (2.5)
1In particular, the derivations make use of different coordinate systems and the boundary conditions appear to be different. Addi-
tionally, in [16] the entropy is not computed.
2
Periodicity in φ¯ implies the identification φ ∼ φ+ 2π. I make one more change of coordinates:
r2 = (r2+ − r2−)e2ρ/ℓ−2r+τ/ℓ−2r−φ/ℓ + r2−
t =
r2+
r2+ − r2−
(
τ + 2
r−
r+
φ− ℓ
2r+
ln(1− e−2ρ/ℓ+2r+τ/ℓ+2r−φ/ℓ)
) (2.6)
This puts the metric into a fairly simple form, in which the surfaces of constant ρ are conformally flat:
ds2 = e2ρ/ℓ−2r+τ/ℓ−2r−φ/ℓ
(
− r2+dτ2 − 2r+r−dτdφ + (r2+ − r2−)dφ2
)
+ dρ2 (2.7)
Here I introduce the notation
τ± =
r+
r+ ± r− τ (2.8)
One can easily check that the combinations τ± ± φ are null on any surface of constant ρ. Also note that when
J → 0 (equivalently, r− → 0), the metric (2.7) and the null coordinates τ± ± φ reduce to those obtained in [15].
I now impose the following conditions on the set of allowed diffeomorphisms:
Lξgττ = 0 ⇒ ξρ = r+ξτ + r−ξφ − ℓ∂τξτ − r−
r+
∂τ ξ
φ
Lξgφφ = 0 ⇒ ξρ = r+ξτ + r−ξφ − ℓ∂φξφ + r+r−
r2+ − r2−
∂φξ
τ
Lξgφτ = 0 ⇒ ξρ = r+ξτ + r−ξφ − ℓ
2
∂φξ
φ − ℓ
2
∂τ ξ
τ − r+
2r−
∂φξ
τ +
r2+ − r2−
2r+r−
∂τξ
φ
Lξgρρ = 0 ⇒ ∂ρξρ = 0
(2.9)
while allowing O(1) changes in gρτ and gρφ. Diffeomorphisms preserving these boundary conditions take the form
ξ±τ =
r2+ − r2−
2r2+
T±(τ± ± φ)
ξ±ρ =
r+ ± r−
2
T±(τ± ± φ)∓ ℓ
2
∂φT
±(τ± ± φ)
ξ±φ = ±r+ ± r−
2r+
T±(τ± ± φ)
(2.10)
where T± depends only on the combinations τ±±φ and is otherwise arbitrary. The vector field has been normalized
such that its commutator is
[ξ±(T±1 ), ξ
±(T±2 )] = ξ
±(T±1 ∂φT
±
2 − T±2 ∂φT±1 )
[ξ+(T+1 ), ξ
−(T−2 )] = 0
(2.11)
In terms of modes T±n = e
in(τ±±φ) this becomes
[ξ±n , ξ
±
m] = i(m− n)ξ±n+m
[ξ+n , ξ
−
m] = 0
(2.12)
So the commutator forms a pair of commuting Witt algebras. As expected, when J → 0 the vector field (2.10)
reduces to what was obtained in [15].
I will now switch to the canonical formalism [18], reviewed briefly in the appendix, in order to extract any
nonzero central charges appearing in the algebra of the generators. From the general ADM form of the metric
ds2 = −N2dt2 + qij(dxi +N idt)(dxj +N jdt) (2.13)
it is easy to read off the lapse N and shift N i from (2.7):
N =
r2+√
r2+ − r2−
eρ/ℓ−r+τ/ℓ−r−/ℓφ, Nφ = − r+r−
r2+ − r2−
(2.14)
3
The only non-vanishing component of the canonical momentum (A.2) is
πρρ =
r+
ℓ
(2.15)
Spacetime diffeomorphisms ξµ are replaced by the surface deformation parameters (ξ⊥, ξˆi), related through [19]:
ξ⊥ = Nξt, ξˆi = ξi +N iξt (2.16)
The boundary conditions (2.9) are imposed on the full spacetime metric gµν under Lie transport. Instead,
boundary conditions must be imposed on the canonical variables (qij , π
ij) under Hamiltonian transport (A.5):
δξqρρ = 0 ⇒ ∂ρξˆρ = 0
δξqφφ = 0 ⇒ ξˆρ = ℓπ√
q
ξ⊥ + r−ξˆ
φ − ℓ∂φξˆφ
(2.17)
where I have temporarily neglected boundary terms. The lapse N and shift N i are not dynamical, so they still
transform according to the Lie derivative (2.9):
δξN = 0 ⇒ Nξˆρ = Nφ∂φξ⊥ + r−Nξˆφ − ℓ∂τξ⊥
δξN
φ = 0 ⇒ ∂tξˆφ −Nφ∂φξˆφ = Nqφφ∂φξ⊥ − qφφξ⊥∂φN
(2.18)
Changes in Nρ and qρφ are still O(1). As in the non-rotating case, since variations in qρφ are not required to vanish,
the absent cross-term of the ADM momentum can be held fixed:
δξπ
ρφ = 0⇒ πρρ∂ρξˆφ −√qqρρqφφ
(
∂ρ∂φ − 1
ℓ
∂φ
)
ξ⊥ = 0 (2.19)
Surface deformations preserving (2.17)-(2.19) take the form
ξ±⊥ =
1
2
√
r2+ − r2−eρ/ℓ−r+τ/ℓ−r−φ/ℓ T±(τ± ± φ)
ξˆ±ρ =
r+ ± r−
2
T±(τ± ± φ)∓ ℓ
2
∂φT
±(τ± ± φ)
ξˆ±φ = ±1
2
T±(τ± ± φ)
(2.20)
From (2.14) and (2.16), the surface deformations (2.20) clearly agree with the diffeomorphisms (2.10). Under these
transformations, changes in πρρ are O(1) while variations in πφφ vanish. However, since qφφ is already being held
fixed I do not impose that πφφ be held fixed as a boundary condition. This also occurred in [15] for the non-rotating
case, in which it was suggested that this may arise from some combination of the boundary conditions.
There is one final subtlety that must be take into account. Note that the trace of the ADM momentum π and
the determinant of the spatial metric q appear in the second line of (2.17). One can see fom (2.18)-(2.19) that
neither ξ⊥ nor ξˆφ depend on π or q, so (2.17) implies that ξˆρ depends on both quantities. As discussed in the
appendix, when the surface deformations have dependence on the canonical variables, one cannot use their usual
Lie bracket [19]. One must instead use the full surface deformation bracket (A.9), which, after a somewhat tedious
calculation, yields a pair of commuting Witt algebras:
{ξ±n , ξ±m}⊥ = i(m− n)ξ±⊥n+m {ξ+n , ξ−m}⊥ = 0
{ξ±n , ξ±m}i = i(m− n)ξˆ±in+m {ξ+n , ξ−m}i = 0
(2.21)
where the mode expansion of T± has been used for convenience. At this point one might worry that the surface
deformations (2.20) could have additional dependence on the canonical variables. Although this is indeed the case,
the algebra (2.21) is unaffected. From (2.20), clearly ξ⊥ depends on ρ, which, from the form of the metric (2.7), is
the proper distance on a constant time slice, and is therefore metric dependent. However, it is easy to see from (A.9)
that this adds to the Lie bracket terms proportional to {qρρ, H [ξ]}, which vanish due to the choice of boundary
conditions. The same conclusion can be reached for any possible dependence on qφφ as well.
Finally, I now turn to the general form for the central terms in the canonical formalism (A.12) as derived by
Carlip in [17]. The relevant three-derivative terms are
4
K[ξ, η] = ...− 1
8πG
∫
dφ
√
σnk(DmξˆkD
mη⊥ −DmηˆkDmξ⊥) (2.22)
where nk is the unit normal, Dm is the spatial covariant derivative compatible with the spatial metric qij and σ is
the determinant of the induced metric on the boundary σij . Evaluating (2.22) with the surface deformations (2.20)
yields
K[ξ±(T±1 ), ξ
±(T±2 )] = ...∓
ℓ
32πG
∫
dφ(∂φT
±
1 ∂
2
φT
±
2 − ∂φT±2 ∂2φT±1 ) (2.23)
from which one can read off the central charges [20]:
c± =
3ℓ
2G
(2.24)
These central charges are the same as obtained by Brown and Henneaux. As in [15], however, the analysis here
holds at any spatial location.
3 The Conformal Weight and Entropy
In this section the entropy of the rotating BTZ black hole is computed from the microcanonical version of the
Cardy formula [21, 22]:
S = 2π
√
c
6
(
∆− c
24
)
(3.1)
where the conformal weight ∆ is determined by the boundary term B[ξ]. As discussed in the Appendix, the
boundary term must be chosen to cancel the boundary variation of the Hamiltonian [23]. For the case at hand, the
non-vanishing terms in this variation (A.10) are
δH [ξ] = ...− 1
16πG
∫
dφ
{√
σ
[
σφφnρξ⊥
(
Dφδqρφ −Dρδqφφ
)
−Dφξ⊥nρσφφδqρφ
]
+ 2ξˆρδπρρ
}
(3.2)
where I have used the form of the metric (2.7) along with the boundary conditions (2.17)-(2.19). One can rewrite
the first two terms as the variation of the mean extrinsic curvature of the boundary k = σφφDφnφ treated as a
submanifold of the spatial slice. One can use δ(qijn
inj) = 0 in order to rewrite the third term as the variation
of the normal δnk = − 12qkinjδqij . The last term requires some extra care because, as already mentioned, ξˆρ is
dependent on the canonical variables:
δξ(ξˆ
ρπρρ) = ξˆ
ρδπρρ + π
ρ
ρ
ℓ√
q
ξ⊥δπ (3.3)
where the second term comes from the variation of ξˆρ and use was made of (2.17). I have also used
δξ
√
q =
1
2
√
q
qijδqij (3.4)
which vanishes for the metric and boundary conditions considered here. So the boundary term is
B[ξ] =
1
8πG
∫
dφ
[√
σ
(
nm∂mξ
⊥ − kξ⊥
)
+ ξˆρπρρ −
ℓ
2
√
q
π2ξ⊥
]
+B0 (3.5)
where B0 is an arbitrary constant. For zero modes T
±
0 = 1 this reduces to
B[T±0 ] =
(r+ ± r−)2
16Gℓ
+B0 (3.6)
I now fix the arbitrary constant B0 using the same method as Strominger [4]: when r
2
+ → −ℓ2 and r− → 0 the
BTZ metric (2.1) becomes that of AdS3, so if one requires AdS3 to have vanishing conformal weights the boundary
term becomes
B[T±0 ] = ∆
± =
(r+ ± r−)2
16Gℓ
+
ℓ
16G
(3.7)
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These conformal weights and the central charges (2.24) can now be used with the microcanonical Cardy formula
to yield the correct Bekenstein-Hawking entropy:
S = 2π
√
c+
6
(
∆+ − c
+
24
)
+ 2π
√
c−
6
(
∆− − c
−
24
)
=
2πr+
4G
(3.8)
As in [15] for the non-rotating case, the calculation here holds at all spatial locations.
4 A Stationary Observer in the (τ, ρ, φ) Coordinate System
I will now explore some properties of the (τ, ρ, φ) coordinate system since, as far as I am aware, the form of the
metric (2.7) has not been used before. I begin by noting that the induced metric on surfaces of constant ρ is
conformally flat. If one switches to null coordinates
u = τ+ + φ, v = τ− − φ (4.1)
the metric becomes
ds2 = −4λ+λ−e(2ρ/ℓ−2λ+u/ℓ−2λ−v)dudv + dρ2, λ± = r+ ± r− (4.2)
Any transformation of the form
u→ f(u), v → g(v) (4.3)
preserves the conformal structure. It is interesting that the dual CFT is fairly straightforward to obtain in a
coordinate system with this structure. Also suggestive is that the boundary conditions (2.9) fix the induced metric
on a surface of constant ρ.
One might therefore wonder what ρ represents physically. First, as already mentioned, ρ is a proper distance
coordinate. However, from (2.6), it is easy to see that an observer at constant ρ does not remain at a fixed distance
from the black hole. Remaining at a fixed location requires
ρ− r+τ − r−φ = constant (4.4)
In particular, the event horizon itself is located at
ρ− r+τ − r−φ = 0 (4.5)
So the horizon is “moving outward.” This leads to the question of what an observer at constant ρ experiences. The
4-velocity can easily be read off of the metric (2.7)
uµ =
( 1
r+
e−ρ/ℓ+r+τ/ℓ+r−φ/ℓ, 0, 0
)
(4.6)
and corresponds to a proper acceleration
aµ = uν∇νuµ = (0, 1/ℓ, 0) ⇒ a2 = gµνaµaν = 1
ℓ2
(4.7)
So an observer at fixed ρ and φ experiences a constant radial acceleration proportional to the cosmological constant.
In order to see this motion graphically, refer back to the form of the metric (2.5), which co-rotates with the
black hole horizon. It is useful to use a tortoise-like radial coordinate:
r2 = (r2+ − r2−) coth2(r+r∗/ℓ) + r2− (4.8)
The metric then takes the form
ds2 =
r2+
sinh2(r+r∗/ℓ)
(−dt2 + 2r−
r+
dtdφ+ dr2∗) + ((r
2
+ − r2−) coth2(r+r∗/ℓ) + r2−)dφ2 (4.9)
where I have also rescaled the time coordinate
t→ r
2
+
r2+ − r2−
t (4.10)
This choice of radial coordinate has the expected behavior: radial null geodesics are straight lines at 45◦ angles,
the black hole horizon is located at r∗ → ∞ and one approaches spatial infinity as r∗ → 0. From (2.6), one can
plot the motion of an observer at constant ρ in the r∗ − t plane. For simplicity, I have set φ = 0.
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Figure 1: Red curves represent constant ρ observers for various values of ρ. Blue curves are the time reversed
process and black lines are ingoing and outgoing radial null geodesics.
So an observer at fixed ρ corresponds to radial infall into the black hole. Considering this observer experiences
a constant radial acceleration proportional to the cosmological constant, it seems likely that the form of the metric
(2.7) is well-adapted to freely falling observers.
5 Conclusion
The work here successfully extends the ideas in [15] to the full rotating BTZ black hole. In particular, a dual
conformal description is obtained without taking either a near horizon or r → ∞ limit. The central charges of
Brown and Henneux, as well as the conformal weights first calculated by Strominger, are recovered. This suggests
that in 2+1 dimensions the black hole degrees of freedom exist at any spatial location. This result is physically
appealing because 2+1 dimensional general relativity has no propagating degrees of freedom. However, some
limitations remain. It would be ideal to have a physical explanation of the boundary conditions imposed here, as
an important first step towards extending this work to higher dimensional black holes in the near horizon limit.
It might also prove to be an important step towards developing a more general dual CFT procedure instead of
studying one black hole solution at a time. Work in this direction will be explored in the future.
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APPENDIX Relevant Aspects of Hamiltonian Gravity
An arbitrary metric in an n-dimensional spacetime can be written in ADM form as [24]
ds2 = −N2dt2 + qij(dxi +N idt)(dxj +N jdt) (A.1)
where the lapse N and shift N i are Lagrange multipliers. One treats as dynamical the spatial metric qij and its
canonically conjugate momentum πij . The conjugate momentum is related to the extrinsic curvature Kij through
πij =
√
q(Kij − qijK) (A.2)
where K is the trace of Kij and I have set 16πG = 1. Units will be restored when useful.
In the full spacetime picture a diffeomorphism is generated by a vector field ξµ, but in this formulation sym-
metries are generated by the Hamiltonian:
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H [ξ] =
∫
d(n−1)x(ξ⊥H + ξˆiHi) (A.3)
The Hamiltonian constraint H and the momentum constraint Hi are
H = 1√
q
(
πijπij − 1
n− 2π
2
)
−√q
(
(n−1)R− 2Λ
)
, Hi = −2Djπij (A.4)
where (n−1)R is the spatial Ricci scalar and Dj is the spatial covariant derivative. On a manifold without boundary,
the transformation generated by the Hamiltonian is
{H [ξ], qij} =− 2√
q
ξ⊥
(
πij − 1
n− 2qijπ
)
−
(
Diξˆj +Dj ξˆi
)
{H [ξ], πij} = √q ξ⊥
(
(n−1)Rij − 1
2
qij
(
(n−1)R− 2Λ
))
+
2√
q
ξ⊥
(
πikπjk −
1
n− 2ππ
ij
)
− 1
2
√
q
ξ⊥qij
(
πkℓπkℓ − 1
n− 2π
2
)
−√q
(
DiDjξ⊥ − qijDkDkξ⊥
)
−Dk
(
ξˆkπij
)
+ πikDkξˆ
j + πikDkξˆ
i
(A.5)
On-shell the above transformation is equivalent to a spacetime diffeomorphism ξµ related to the surface deformation
parameters (ξ⊥, ξˆi) by [19]
ξ⊥ = Nξt, ξˆi = ξi +N iξt (A.6)
One can also show that the algebra of the generators closes,
{H [ξ], H [η]} = H [{ξ, η}SD] (A.7)
with the Lie bracket of surface deformations given by [19]
{ξ, η}⊥SD = ξˆiDiη⊥ − ηˆiDiξ⊥
{ξ, η}iSD = ξˆkDkηi − ηˆkDk ξˆi + qik(ξ⊥Dkη⊥ − η⊥Dkξ⊥)
(A.8)
The bracket (A.8) assumes the surface deformation parameters have no dependence on the canonical variables.
When this assumption fails, one must use the full Lie bracket [7, 19]:
{ξ, η}⊥full = ξˆiDiη⊥ − ηˆiDiξ⊥ + {H [ξ], η⊥}PB − {H [η], ξ⊥}PB
{ξ, η}ifull = ξˆkDkηi − ηˆkDk ξˆi + qik(ξ⊥Dkη⊥ − η⊥Dkξ⊥) + {H [ξ], ηi}PB − {H [η], ξi}PB
(A.9)
On a manifold with boundary there exist additional complications. Namely, the functional derivatives of the
generators (A.5) are not typically well-defined [25]. The simplest solution is to add a boundary term B[ξ] such that
the variation of B[ξ] cancels the boundary variation of the Hamiltonian [23]:
δH [ξ] = ...− 1
16πG
∫
∂Σ
dn−2x
{√
σ
[
ξ⊥(nkσℓm − nmσℓk)Dmδqℓk
−Dmξ⊥(nkσℓm − nmσℓk)qℓk
]
+ 2ξˆiδπni − ξˆnπijδqij
} (A.10)
where σij is the induced metric on the boundary, σ is its determinant and n
k is the unit normal. However, the
boundary term can alter the algebra of the generators by introducing a nonzero central extension. In [24], Carlip
derives a general form for any possible central terms. He begins by noting that the new generators H˜ [ξ] = H [ξ]+B[ξ]
have well-defined Poisson brackets by definition. One can therefore write
{H˜[ξ], H˜ [η]}PB = H˜[{ξ, η}SD] +K[ξ, η] (A.11)
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where K[ξ, η] represents a possible central term. Solving for K[ξ, η] and evaluating the Poisson brackets gives
K[ξ, η] = −B[{ξ, η}SD]− 1
8πG
∫
∂Σ
dn−2x
√
σnk
[ 1√
q
πik{ξ, η}iSD −
1
2
√
q
(ξˆkη
⊥ − ηˆkξ⊥)H
+ (DiξˆkD
iη⊥ −DiηˆkDiξ⊥)− (DiξˆiDkη⊥ −DiηˆiDkξ⊥)
+
1√
q
(ηˆkπ
mnDmξˆn − ξˆkπmnDmηˆn) + (ξ⊥ηˆi − η⊥ξˆi)(n−1)Rik
] (A.12)
The presence of B[{ξ, η}SD] on the right hand side indicates that the central term is sensitive to the choice of
boundary conditions. However, as discussed by Carlip in [24], for the central charge of a Virasoro algebra this
complication is avoidable. Suppose one obtains a one-parameter subalgebra of surface deformations
{ξ, η}SD = ξη′ − ηξ′ (A.13)
Then the boundary term depends only on this combination. On the other hand, for a Virasoro algebra, a genuine
central term has a characteristic three-derivative structure ξ′η′′ − η′ξ′′, which cannot be constructed from (A.13)
and its derivatives. In this case the boundary term should not contribute to the central charge.
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